Templates and workbooks as resources

You can add any of your Pebble+ templates or workbooks as a resource on the Resource Page. You would make these available to Members because you want them to complete the templates or workbooks as part of a teaching and learning activity.

To add a template or workbook, click on the My Templates or My Workbooks tab and select the item that you want to add to the resource panel. You will then be asked to select from the following settings:

You can use the existing template/workbook name for the resource or give the template/workbook an alternative title and description just for the resource page.

Templates and workbooks added to the Resource Page go directly through to the Resource Store in Pebble+ of all workspace Members. Members DO NOT need to go to the workspace to access templates and workbooks added as resources.

All Members can, by default, Use the template or workbook. The above setting allows you to also set the template/workbook to auto-submit back to the Submissions Page of the workspace so that tutors can immediately view the work as it develops.

IF the workspace is in a Region where permission has been given for Managers to make their resources available to others within the region (under Region Management > Settings), the above
option will appear when you add a resource to a workspace. You can then choose to make any of the resources you add available to other managers within the region. If you are a Manager at the Organisation level, you will also be given the option to make the resource available to all workspace managers within the organisation. Other managers will find these resources under Other ATLAS resources and will be able to add them to workspaces they manage.

By clicking on Resource Manager in the top left corner of your ATLAS dashboard you can view all of the resources you have added to ATLAS and you can see a list of the workspaces on which these have been used, either by you or by others.